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Introduction
During the last few years a lot of work has been done in analysis on loop groups. These provide interesting examples of infinite dimensional manifolds. Particular interest has been paid to the study of properties of Dirichlet operators over these spaces: Airault [Air] , Getzler [Get] , Gross [Gr] , Airault and Van Biesen [AirVan] , and Airault and Malliavin [AirMal] .
One of the basic properties one would like to have for a Dirichlet operator is that of essential selfadjointness in a nice domain. For the linear case, e.g., in an abstract Wiener space, properties of Dirichlet operators have been studied extensively. In particular, properties of the Number operator (Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator) are well known and have been used especially for the development of Malliavin calculus. Closability and essential selfadjointness have been recently obtained in a quite general setting by Takeda [TaklTak2] , Röckner and Widens [RöcWie] , Röckner and Sheng [RöcShe] , and Albeverio and Röckner [AlRöc] .
There are two points of view in studying loop groups depending on the domain one chooses for the differential operators. Let G be a compact Lie group and let & its Lie algebra. One can consider functions defined on or functions defined on WG = {g:[0,l]-*G; ^continuous, g(0) = e}.
Getzler [Get] and Malliavin [Mall, Mal2] have formulated their work on analysis over loop spaces in terms of functions on W& . We will work with spaces of functions on WG since they reflect topological properties of G. We make progress towards the solution of the problem of essential selfadjointness of the Number operator by proving the essential selfadjointness for the simplest Dirichlet operator over WG in the natural presumed core. For simplicity, since all compact Lie groups are locally isomorphic to a matrix group, we think of G as a matrix group. We fix an Ad G-invariant inner product ( , ) in S, which in our case is given by the trace, and an orthonormal basis ki}"=i f°r & ■ Let b(t), t £ [0, 1], be a ^-valued Wiener process with 6(0) = 0 such that
The solution of the stochastic differential equation
where C = YJî if > lies in the space WG [IkeWat, Chapter 5] . The map I:b •-> g induces a probability measure P on WG. In fact P is the diffusion process measure with generator \ Yl" if an(l initial value g(0) = e, where ii is the left invariant vector field on G corresponding to i¡. I is called the Itô mapping and it turns out to be an isomorphism of the measure spaces ( W$, p) and (WG,P) [McK] , where p is the Wiener measure on W% corresponding to the process b . We remark again that, even though / is a measure theoretical isomorphism, it has poor topological properties when G is not commutative. as domain for the operator dn . The adjoint operator d¡¡ is given by -dn+ jn > where jn is the derivative with respect to í at r = 0 of the Jacobian
The main result of this work is the essential selfadjointness of d£dn restricted to certain invariant subspaces of L2(WG, P) that we shall describe below. From this the essential selfadjointness of the same in a nice domain in L2(WG, P) follows easily. More precisely, for each partition 0 < Tx < ••■ < Tm < I of [0, 1] , define the space
This family is defined by the pullback of C^°(R x Gm) with respect to the map ûm : WG -» R x Gm given by &m(?) = Uk(y),y(Ti),...,y(Tm)).
The completion &'n of &hm in the space L2(WG,P) is isomorphic to L2(R x Gm , pmda dx) via ûm , where pmdo dx is the distribution law of ûm . The restriction of d£dn to &\ leaves invariant !Fhm . We apply Widens' technique [Wie] to prove that d^dn\grm as an operator on L2(R x Gm , pmda dx)
is essentially self-adjoint in &~hm . From this, it follows that the essential selfadjointness of e;dh in c™,(R, wG) = \j&hm.
In §2 we state the main theorems and a nice property of pm. In §3 we give the proofs of the main theorems and state sufficient conditions on h for pm to be smooth.
Main theorems and preliminaries
We begin stating a theorem by Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn [AlHoe] which gives an expression for the Radon-Nikodim derivative of P under the action of a finite energy function k oa WG.
For a proof of Theorem 2.0 see [Mall] . Let k £ K and y(s) = k(s)g(s). Then by (1) we have that dy = dkg + kdg = kgdt + k(dbg+\Cgdt) = Adk(db + k~xkdt)y + \Cydt. Let pmdo dx be the distribution law of ûm , i.e., the measure on RxGm such that
where do is the Lebesgue measure on R and dx is the Haar measure on Gm . We will continue to write this measure as if it has a density, which is not always the case for all h as we will see later. The reason to do so is that the computations will be more perspicuous this way. We see easily by (5) that S^"1 is an invariant subspace of L2(WG, P) under d¿dn and that ûm defines an isomorphism of L2(R x Gm, pmdo dx) and 9~n , the completion of ¿FA" in L2(WG,P).
Theorem 2.1. d^dn\^n is essentially self adjoint in ^m .
Theorem 2.2. d¡¡dn is essentially self adjoint in C?yl(R, Wo) = {f:WG^R; f(y) = u(jh(y), y(Tx), ... , y(Tm)), u £ C~(Ä x Gm), 0 < Tx < ■ ■ ■ < Tm < I}.
We shall prove Theorem 2.1 by proving that d¡¡dh\y" as an operator on L2(JR x Gm , pmdadx) is essentially selfadjoint in Cf°(R x Gm), and Theorem 2.2 by using the invariance of d¡¡dn in ^A" . The criterion of essential selfadjointness to be used is the following [ReSim, Theorem X.26] . Let A be a nonnegative symmetric operator with domain 2 and a > 0. Then A is essentially selfadjoint in 3 if and only if ((A + a)tp, u) = 0 for all tp £ 2 implies u = 0.
We spend the rest of this paragraph stating a nice property of pm which has very useful consequences.
Lemma 2.3. Let v = (h(Tx), ..., h(Tm)) = (vx, ... , vm). Then pm(sa,e™x) = pm(0,x)e-as2t2, where a = ||/z||^ and esvx = (esv,xx, ... , eSVmxm).
Proof. By (5) If we put a = 0 and s = -t we have pm(sa,esvx) = e-s2a'2pm(0,x). D Lemma 2.3 says that the density pm is nothing but a Gaussian function along each spiral pm(sa, esvx) in R x Gm . Now, let ß : R x Gm -> R x Gm be defined by ß(a, x) = (s, y), where 5 = ¿z_1cr and y = e~svx. Then if pm = pm o ß~x we have which means dùm = e\p{-as2/2}dsdpm on products f • g, f £ C(Gm), g £ CC(R). Finally, any function tp £ CC(R x Gm) is a uniform limit of finite sums of products f • g, and then dùm = exp{-s2a/2} ds dpm(y).
Proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2
We prove first Theorem 2.2 using Theorem 2.1. ProofofTheorem 2.2. Let Pm be the orthogonal projection in L2(WG,P) onto L2(R x Gm, pmdadx) and u in L2(WG,P) such that for all tp £ SF™ . By Theorem 2.1 and (6), Pmu = 0, and since Pm converges strongly to the identity operator in L2(WG, P) ,u = 0 in L2(WG, P). Again by (6), d,*dh is essentially selfadjoint in C™¡(R, WG).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let u £ L2(R x Gm , pmdodx) be such that (9) ((ar¿3?m + a)tp,u)Pm=0, q>0, for all tp£C^(RxGm). Since C™(RxGm) is dense in C2(RxGm), equation (9) is still true for tp £ C2(Rx Gm). Consider functions tp £ C2(R x Gm) of the form <p(s, y) = <px(s)tp2(y), where tpx £ C2(R) audtp2 £ C°°(Gm). Then (9) becomes by (7) (10) / tp2(y) [ ü(s,y){(e-as2'2<p'x(s))' + atpx(s)e-as2l2}dspm(0,y)dy = 0.
Jg" Jr
Let {<p[ '}fc>i De a countable dense subset of C2(R). For each k let Nk := {y£Gm; F~(tp[k))(y) ¿ 0} and N0 := {yeGm; u(-, y) ¿ L2(R, p(-, y) ds)}, where
Jr It follows from (10) that each Nk has measure zero and thus N := \J%L0Nk does too. Now, let <px £ C2(R) and^'' be a sequence in {<p[k)}k>x which converges to tpx in C}(R). We have that F(tp[^) converges pointwisely to F(tpx) in Gm -N. Therefore F(tpx)(y) = 0 for all y £ Gm -N. Using integration by parts in (4) it is easy to show that for each y £ Gm -N, «(•, y) is continuously differentiable and that dü/ds(-, y) is absolutely continuous (cf. [ReSim, Example VIII 1.3]) . On the other hand since Sf^êCm is nonnegative (13) (tpu, (ä%<Pm + a)9u)Pm > a(tpu, tpu)Pm.
Combining (12) and (13) Appealing to Malliavin calculus we can find a sufficient condition on h for pm to be smooth. In fact, we will say that tp is piecewise linear on For more details on the proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 3.2 see [Aco] .
